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Figure 22 

GIS wāhi toitū and wāhi toiora spatial layers for the western Bay of Plenty
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Table 4

Land use and constraints assessment of the shortlisted UFTI programmes

Key observations Commentary

NPS-UD compliance — enabling 
growth up and out and meeting 
bottom lines

Whatever settlement pattern is selected, it must comply with the existing National Policy Statement on Urban 
Development Capacity and the Proposed National Policy Statement on Urban Development (NPS-UD), as well as other 
relevant National Policy Statements (existing and proposed).

The Proposed NPS-UD has a strong focus on creating quality urban environments that allow people to provide for 
their wellbeing. It requires councils to provide development capacity and ensure growth is strategically planned. 
The Proposed NPS-UD aims to achieve competitive land markets by requiring cities to grow ‘up’ and ‘out’. There is a 
balance required between intensification and greenfield areas to meet capacity requirements. The Proposed NPS-UD 
contains policies around enabling higher density development in areas close to employment, amenities, infrastructure, 
and demand. The NPS-UD acknowledges that to meet growth requirements local authorities may need to provide for 
growth out, as well as up. Greenfield development is to be managed in the best way possible to deliver quality urban 
environments, while being responsive to development.

Intensification Intensification of the existing Tauranga urban area is already planned to increase to at least 40 percent over the next 30 
years, progressed in the following order of spatial priority:

 � Te Papa peninsula — a current project underway to develop an Indicative Business Case. Residential intensification is 
to be incentivised through a range of transformational interventions, including Plan Change 26, transport investments 
in public transport and active modes, social housing, and capital investments in community infrastructure and open 
space. The aspirational target is for Te Papa delivering about 4,000 houses in each of the next three decades.

 � Tauranga Central (Otūmoetai/Matua/Brookfield/Judea)

 � Coastal strip — noting there are unresolved natural hazard land use constraints in parts of the city.

The assessment affirmed that this approach to delivering intensification remains appropriate and should be reflected in 
the optimal programme. Where possible, the partners will seek to use the new fast track RMA planning processes.

Planned greenfield growth areas Planned greenfield growth areas are to be progressed through Structure Plans and RMA plan change processes. The 
assessment favoured options that promoted higher than currently delivered residential densities to support effective 
high frequency public transport, provide a wider range of housing choice and support greater self-containment and use 
of active modes. The current large-scale planned areas for greenfield development in the next 30 years are necessary 
to help meet statutory NPS-UD capacity requirements and include Omokoroa Stage 3, Tauriko West, Te Tumu and 
Keenan Road. Smaller areas of additional capacity can also be provided in towns such as Te Puke and Katikati without 
necessitating additional infrastructure investment. Where possible, the partners will seek to use the new fast-track RMA 
planning processes.
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Key observations Commentary

Longer-term greenfield growth 
areas for 30+ years and a 
400,000-population scenario

There is a need to thoroughly investigate longer term greenfield growth areas to the east, west and north of Tauranga 
city that will be required following build-out of the planned areas. One of these (most likely the east) may need to be 
fast-tracked if one or more of the planned growth areas is not available or delayed unduly. A key assumption is that 
intensification of the existing urban areas continues at a minimum of 40 percent of supply each year for many years 
beyond 2050. If intensification rates rise above 40 percent in the next 30 years, this will then delay the need for further 
greenfield capacity. This will need to be monitored over time.

The Eastern Corridor is proposed to be the first location to be considered, to ensure there is balanced growth across 
east and west. Note that the sequencing of master planning for the western and northern corridors is not yet resolved.

New greenfield urban centre in 
the Eastern Corridor near Rangiuru 
Business Park 

A new eastern centre will likely be required in the 30+ year timeframe, especially if the sub-region remains on track to 
reach a 400,000 population. A new urban centre is preferred (not contiguous to Te Puke urban limits) and will include 
additional industrial land beyond the existing Rangiuru Business Park (RBP) zoning. It is likely to be located adjoining the 
RBP, near the TEL-SH33 intersection, and close to the rail line.

The timeframe for an additional greenfield centre being needed is influenced by:

 � availability of Te Tumu capacity in the medium or long term

 � uptake of intensification and all existing zoned and planned capacity

 � the need to balance urban growth between the western and eastern corridors

This centre should be made self-sufficient with most transport movements able to be contained within the wider 
Eastern Corridor. While it is acknowledged that Te Papa Peninsula and Mount Maunganui will still contain the CBD, areas 
of highest employment density, and the widest range of metro facilities and amenities, not everyone from a new centre 
should need to travel there for work, entertainment or recreation.

This new eastern centre must be master planned to provide sufficient services, amenities, and employment, to contain 
movements to manage the peak travel across the harbour and enable development at density, scale, and pace. Given 
the large scale of growth that is anticipated in the Eastern Corridor beyond the agreed settlement pattern, it is important 
to ensure that planning for this growth is aligned with the planning for the transport corridors (especially the public 
transport corridors) back into the Central Corridor across the harbour. There is a chance that the scale of growth in the 
east may need to be reconsidered if the right transport connections, in particular public transport connections, prove not 
to be achievable in the future.
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Key observations Commentary

An additional east-west strategic 
transport link across the harbour 
for public transport and active 
modes is necessary within the first 
30 years

In order to provide a high frequency public transport connection for residents in the Eastern Corridor, additional 
dedicated lane capacity for public transport and active modes crossing the harbour is likely to be necessary to support 
the current settlement pattern and continue to support freight access. One option would be to repurpose the existing 
Matapihi Rail Bridge. KiwiRail advise that the existing 1920s rail bridge replacement across the harbour is due in 10–15 
years. Their estimated cost at 2020 values is $80–100 million. This option, along with other alternative crossing points, 
needs to be explored further—especially with tangata whenua, given the aspirations of landowners in Matapihi and the 
potential consequences of another crossing for Tauranga Moana.

If this additional dedicated public transport and active mode capacity is not provided, the issues become even more 
significant if an eastern centre is developed. If a solution is not found, there are likely to be challenges with conflicting 
mode priorities and high traffic volumes, limiting the quality of levels of service that may be able to be provided for 
buses on these alternative routes and potentially affecting mode shift potential to public transport. This is especially the 
case for SH2 Hewletts Rd and, to a lesser extent, for SH29A and Turret Rd–15th Ave.

A new eastern settlement would 
require connections to Wairakei/
Te Tumu

Options that exist to better connect the various communities in the east face a range of issues associated with:

 � flood management exacerbated by climate change and sea level rise

 � Kaituna River Document objectives and desired outcomes

 � Tangata whenua interests (at least one current iwi management plan expressly states that there should not be any 
additional vehicle bridge crossings of the Kaituna River.)

 � extremely poor ground conditions with susceptibility to liquefaction

 � high cost of engineering solutions

 � purchase of private properties and the designation process.

Further investigation of options is required as these challenges may be insurmountable, and reliance may have to be 
placed on other options e.g., upgrading Te Puke Highway and Bell Rd to better connect Te Puke to Wairakei/Te Tumu.

Thresholds for if/when transition 
to using passenger rail

Whilst the Rail-Enabled Growth option is not supported by the assessment due to issues such as the time required to 
achieve adequate dwelling densities and job locations to support rail public transport in the first thirty years, the option 
of using rail for public transport in the longer term is attractive given the potential to provide another transport option 
for those living in the east. This being the case, the assessment suggests we futureproof our planning now with respect 
to location of potential bus park and ride and public transport hubs on the Apata–Paengaroa Corridor to support future 
mode shift to rail, if/when it occurs.
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Key observations Commentary

Sequencing of master planning for 
Western and Northern Corridors as 
urban growth areas for a 30+year 
timeframe and 400,000 sub-
regional population

Our projected allocation of residential and business land capacity shows that for a scenario of 400,000 population, 
we are likely to need further capacity in the Northern, Western, and Eastern Corridors, beyond the planned areas. The 
merits of substantial greenfield expansion in each of the three Corridors are complex in terms of land use and transport 
integration and there is some uncertainty around the outcomes that would be realised from both an urban form and 
transport perspective.

For various reasons, it is agreed that a new centre in the Eastern Corridor will be master planned first, however the 
sequence of the Northern and Western Corridors is more challenging to resolve. Understanding the trade-offs between 
land use and transport outcomes will be important and will need to be considered as part of the master planning of both 
areas. Some considerations for the Northern and Western Corridors are set out below:

Northern Corridor expansion between Omokoroa and Bethlehem (Te Puna peninsula and Plummers Point)

The Northern Corridor has substantial committed transport system investment in the proposed Tauranga Northern Link, 
which should be fully optimised. Also, the rail corridor strategically passes through this area and provides for a balanced 
urban form either side of the Central Corridor and harbour crossings. However, the land use challenges to consider 
include:

 � cultural heritage

 � sensitive coastal environment

 � many small fragmented landholdings

 � multiple-owned Māori land

 � water and wastewater servicing

 � cultural implications similar to those at the Matapihi Peninsula.

Western Corridor expansion beyond RPS urban limits - including industrial land beyond the Tauriko Business Estate 
extension (TBE) and consideration of Merrick/Joyce and Belk Rd

Tauriko West, TBE extension (lower Belk Rd) and Keenan Road areas are planned growth areas for the next 30 years, 
with Three Waters and transport infrastructure planning underway. While master planning of Merrick/Joyce Roads and 
Belk Road areas is some time away, consideration of these areas will need to be made through structure planning for 
Three Waters and wider transport planning for Tauriko West, TBE extension and Keenan Road growth areas to ensure 
that the interventions do not compromise potential growth options. This will be done through considering connectivity 
of these potential growth areas at a conceptual level, noting some additional development capacity in the Western 
Corridor beyond the agreed growth areas may be required within the next 50 years.
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Key observations Commentary

The Western Corridor may have some challenges from a transport system perspective given its position on the key 
inter-regional freight corridor to the Port. Our overall ability to manage competing demands on this Corridor over time 
still needs to be tested. Balancing these demands will be important to ensure provision of access to residential and 
business growth areas, while maintaining efficient freight access to the Port. Investment is currently being planned 
through the Tauriko detailed business case.

On the positive side, in terms of transport and land use integration, the Western Corridor will benefit from investment 
in public transport infrastructure and priority in the Central Corridor down Cameron Rd which can be extended into 
the Western Corridor. It has the advantage of multiple east/west and north/south connections, including SH29, SH36, 
Cambridge Rd, Pyes Pa Rd/Cameron Road, proposed Western Corridor Ring Road, Oropi Rd/Fraser St and SH29A 
enabling resilience and allocation of different functions for different corridors. The large areas of existing and planned 
employment land that are establishing in the Western Corridor (particularly logistics and Port-related businesses) align 
with the strategy by Waka Kotahi to promote SH1/29 as the key Upper North Island freight route into the Bay of Plenty.

There is a chance that the scale of growth in the Western Corridor may need to be reconsidered if the right transport 
connections prove to not be achievable in the future. Hence, it is recommended that part of the UFTI implementation 
plan includes a strategic assessment of these Western and Northern Corridors using a MCA approach to assess these 
issues, in particular from a quantitative perspective, and to ensure we have thoroughly tested the capability of each 
corridor. This should occur after current processes and projects underway are completed:

 � Tauriko Detailed Business Case

 � Western Corridor water and wastewater studies

 � Western Bay Transport System Plan

 � Tauranga Northern Link and additional capacity between Te Puna and Omokoroa Road (New Zealand Upgrade 
Programme)

 � Revocation process for the current SH2 North alignment.

SmartGrowth will be in a better-informed position to consider the merits of these two Corridors once these matters are 
progressed over the next 5–10 years.
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Stakeholder feedback on the shortlisted programmes

The primary purpose of the UFTI Interim Report 
was to enable stakeholders the opportunity to 
provide feedback on the shortlisted programmes.

A summary of stakeholder comments received 
has been prepared, along with responses from 
the UFTI team, to track how those comments 
influenced thinking about the final and optimal 
UFTI programme��. 

The commentaries, from both written comments 
and from the stakeholder workshop participants, 
were remarkably consistent and included:

1. A general preference for future urban form and 
transport system built around a high frequency 
public transport network and higher density 
communities, particularly those programmes 
that emphasised intensification within the 
exiting urban footprint 

2. The importance of considering social equity, 
housing and transport affordability and 
community wellbeing when thinking about 
transport and urban form (this feedback came 
from both business and social NGOs)

3. Support for the idea of futureproofing to 
protect the option of using rail for passenger 
transport in the future as populations grow

4. The importance of providing good amenity 
in urban environments, particularly where 
dwelling density is high

5. The need to encourage both living and job 
activities in the central business district along 
with high quality and attractive public space

6. Consideration of the four wellbeings (Social, 
Cultural, Environmental, and Economic) and 
particularly elements related to environmental 
sustainability

7. The importance of providing for seasonal 
workers

8. Understanding the function of places (e.g., the 
importance of rural communities and services)

9. The need for a balanced investment 
programme that addresses all parts of the 
transport system

Stakeholders favoured programmes that 
delivered a denser urban form and enabled 
greater movement of people by public transport 
and walking and cycling. These themes have 
been considered in the development of the final 
UFTI programme recommended to SmartGrowth.

�� The summary report of the stakeholder feedback received, and the UFTI project team responses, are available on the UFTI website. See www.ufti.org.nz 
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Summary of the shortlisted programme analysis

The analyses summarised in this section feeds into a refinement of the multi-criteria assessment produced for the Interim Report. Some key aspects to be 
reflected in the refinement to create the Connected Centres programme are set out in the table below for each of the UFTI benefits (which are reflected by the 
investment objectives in the MCA).

Summary of shortlisted programme analysis

UFTI benefit Summary of the shortlisted programme analysis

Movement  � More dispersed and less self-contained settlement patterns will result in an increase in vehicle kilometres travelled, transport emissions, 
safety risk and congestion at peak times. It will also reduce the opportunity to walk and bike, given the need to travel across the city for 
work and key services.

 � With a more dispersed, less dense settlement pattern, infrastructure costs are greater to attempt to maintain an uncongested network.

 � Access can be managed through provision of high frequency public transport services along key corridors and achieving higher housing 
densities in greenfield areas, which are well-connected and create as much self-containment as possible within communities (i.e., 
reducing the need for people to travel outside their suburb for work or essential services).

 � Use of the rail corridor for public transport is feasible with investment but requires higher dwelling densities than will be achievable in 
the short term, and jobs to be located along the rail corridor. In the longer term, passenger rail may be a suitable option, particularly if an 
eastern centre is developed.

Housing  � Housing choice and affordability cannot be addressed by providing land supply and greenfield development sites alone. Interventions to 
increase productivity, and therefore income, are also necessary.

 � Enabling planning provisions and active intervention by all parties will be required to affect housing affordability and choice.

 � Increasing average densities and achieving intensification along high frequency public transport corridors will help increase housing and 
transport choice—potentially reducing some costs of living, through lower transport costs.

Prosperity  � Freight efficiency is best served by removing conflicts between inter-regional freight traffic and local commuter traffic—“the right traffic 
on the right roads at the right time”.

 � Even with conflict between commuter traffic and inter-regional freight removed through interventions such as public transport 
prioritisation, the increase in transport demand from growth will mean that delays will remain and access to the Port of Tauranga cannot 
be maintained in an affordable way without significant modal shift.

 � Programmes with higher housing densities and more self-containment tend to generate greater agglomeration benefits and reduce 
transport costs—suggesting opportunities to increase prosperity through economic development strategies that attract higher wage jobs 
into the region, particularly focussed on the CBD and centres accessible by high frequency public transport.
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UFTI benefit Summary of the shortlisted programme analysis

Environment  � Because all programmes assume population growth, and therefore increased vehicle kilometres travelled, it is not possible to reduce 
transport emissions to net zero by 2050 without considerable change in the vehicle fleet to decarbonised fuels (electric, hydrogen 
vehicles etc.) and other offsetting activities.

 � The options with higher densities, particularly at nodes and along high frequency public transport corridors achieve the smallest increase 
in CO₂ emissions due to reduced vehicle kilometres travelled, more use of public transport and active modes.

 � Due to environmental constraints (topography, high productivity soils, hazards, cultural and spiritual concerns etc.), the population 
allocations to growth areas in the UFTI Interim Report options cannot be delivered.

These assessment processes lead to a conclusion 
that while the philosophy behind the Connected 
Urban Villages is sound, and the programme 
itself performed better than other options across 
the different assessment processes used, the 
programme itself cannot be completely delivered 
in its original form. The constraints mapping tells 
us that future development potential at scale is 
limited to the Eastern and Western corridors—and 
if necessary, the Northern Corridor—but only with 
considerable care and potentially some loss of 
productive soils.

Balancing these factors, we have concluded an 
optimal programme combining the Connected 
Urban Villages and the Two Urban Centres 
programmes offered:

 � Consistency with benefits of increasing 
housing density, local movement (often 
referred to as self-containment), and moving 
via a multimodal transportation system as 
set out in the Connected Urban Villages 
programme; and 

 � The feasibility of the land use pattern included 
in the Two Urban Centres programme which 
best followed the high level constraints and 
planning assessment with growth in the 
Eastern and Western Corridors.

The Connected Centres programme combines 
the principles of these two programmes to 
develop an optimal and integrated land use and 
transport programme to be delivered over the 
next 50 years and beyond.
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